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Hi, it's Rob Llewellyn here and welcome to episode fourteen of transformation management.
Thank you so much for joining me today. As always, I'm going to do my best to help you get
better equipped to manage and lead transformation.
Organisations need to be able to talk about digital transformation using one common
language and the right kind of conversation is essential. But that's easier said than done when
data, technical, project management, leadership, business and other teams are all talking their
own lingo.
Transformation is a collaborative journey, and to collaborate you need great communication.
And as we all know, to communicate in any context you need one language, and we need that
in transformation too.
Because when we don't have one common language, so much gets lost in translation.
Ambiguity, confusion and the inability to collaborate are just some of the words to describe
the undesirable outcome of not having one common transformation language that the entire
organisation can use.
So, it's essential to have in place something that can provide this common transformation
language. A shared framework for structuring activities and responsibilities, a road map for
laying out sequence, and a set of transformation guiding principles.
Digital transformation frameworks are what separate successful transformation efforts from
the unsuccessful messes that litter the transformation landscape and eventually lead to the
demise of so many companies that have been vocal and ambitious about transformation, but
that have not been successful at it.
Because despite increasing talk and attention around the benefits of digital transformation,
many companies don't adopt a common transformation framework. IT can be found to be
doing things one way, while different areas of the business do things in other ways. Supply
chain will have its own ideas, marketing will have theirs, and so forth.
Yes, they might all agree to adopt some concepts like agile and good project management
practices, but they're only small components of the bigger transformation picture.
I want to talk about the framework known as THRIVE, which is a set of guiding principles
that every organisation needs to consider, when embarking on transformation.
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We know from Stephen Covey that values govern people's behaviour, but principles
determine consequences. So in the way that Covey encouraged us to utilise key leadership
principles, so THRIVE is intended to encourage leaders to utilise six digital business
transformation principles to equip themselves for the digital economy challenge.
THRIVE is an acronym made from six words which are: Transformation, Holistic, Response,
Innovation, Value, and Enterprise.
THRIVE isn't related to any one technology or industry. It's a way of thinking of, and
approaching transformation from a business perspective. It helps leaders approach business
transformation from all angles, and not be blinkered by digital marketing hype, specific
technologies or the way a particular consulting firm wants you to work.
It's a practical transformation framework, which provides leaders with a set of guiding
principles, a body of knowledge and roadmap to help them independently lead their
transformation - without the need for expensive consulting firms.
THRIVE serves as a holistic guide to maturing internal capabilities and mindsets, responding
strategically and innovatively to market threats and opportunities, delivering new value to the
market and satisfying the expectations of internal stakeholders through successful execution.
THRIVE's digital business transformation framework enables transformation leaders to
analyse the entire transformation process in the context of their own unique internal
environment and position in the market. THRIVE can help chart a clear transformation
roadmap, along which business and technology leaders can collaborate to mature
transformation capabilities, culture and objectives, in order that the company can thrive in the
digital economy.
From business models influenced by new digital capabilities, through to the successful
execution of transformation strategy, THRIVE provides leaders with a practical framework
for a shared understanding of their organisation’s need to truly transform and thrive, in what
is set to be a dramatic decade ahead.
Let's let me introduce you to each of the six guiding principles of THRIVE.
The first letter of the acronym is T for Transformation.
The word ‘Transformation' is fundamental to the THRIVE digital business transformation
framework because leaders first need to recognise the fundamental difference between
change and transformation, before they can lead their companies on a journey of legitimate
business transformation. While ‘change’ is required to maintain and modernise an
organisation, this is not enough to sufficiently elevate both its internal capabilities and
external offerings.
Too many companies are being lulled into a false sense of transformation security through
siloed digital projects and change initiatives that are not strategically transformational.
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To take advantage of the opportunities and protect against threats that new digitally enabled
business models present, leaders need to commit to being bold and transformational, ahead of
those that remain safely within their comfort zones and traditional slow ways of working.
Leaders need to communicate this fundamental difference across their organisations to avoid
their best resources being tied up making small changes instead of driving transformation.
This is also required to keep the company’s best people on board and attract new talent,
because the high-performers have an insatiable desire to be part of an ambitious digital
transformation journey. If one company fails to take them on that journey, they will move to
another that will. Legitimate transformation also requires a fundamental shift in other aspects
of an organisation.
Appropriate governance, mindsets, business models, capabilities and culture are just some of
the transformation fundamentals that THRIVE addresses.
The second letter in the THRIVE acronym is H for Holistic.
The word ‘Holistic' is integral to the THRIVE digital transformation framework because
unlike business process re-engineering, which focuses on business processes, or app
development which focuses on technology, or projects, which focus on producing outputs,
digital business transformation requires an integrated and holistic approach.
THRIVE helps leaders take a holistic and integrated perspective of their enterprise and its
complexity. It doesn't reinvent individual management disciplines, but it provides a
framework that integrates individual disciplines, which should be sufficiently mature to
undertake successful transformation.
From digital business models, capabilities and roadmap design, through to culture, portfolio
governance and transformation execution, leaders need to consider the big picture and not
limit their focus to only some of the key enablers of transformation. Most transformation
strategies are not successfully executed upon, and only a holistic approach to transformation
will produce the outcomes a company aspires to achieve.
Through holistic transformation, leaders will dramatically increase the odds of transformation
success, and be among the minority that actually achieve their transformation objectives
successfully and live up to stakeholder expectations.
The third letter in the THRIVE acronym is R for Response.
The word ‘Response' remind organisations why and how they need to respond strategically to
the opportunities and threats they are presented with – both inside their organisation, and
externally in the market.
Internally this could involve responding to the evolutionary needs of the organisation’s
culture, maturing the capabilities required to achieve transformation excellence, and the
establishment of new governance that facilitates innovative transformation while minimising
bureaucracy.
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Externally it could involve defensive and offensive responses to the changing dynamics of
the market, caused by disruption, or seizing the opportunities that digital technologies and
new business models can be used to take advantage of.
These and other responses form part of the transformation strategy that needs to be shaped,
then planned as part of a short, medium and long-term roadmap, which is then governed and
executed upon. It is vital that the transformation response not only strategically addresses all
of the key threats and opportunities the organisation faces, but it must also be supported by
the appropriate leadership mindset, workforce culture and capabilities required to transform
strategy into reality. A rapid response is vital to implement quick wins and avoid the delays
caused by traditional lengthy implementations.
The fourth letter in the THRIVE acronym is I for Innovation.
Cloud, mobile, the Internet of Things and Robotics, etc. will bring about the most rewarding
business transformation when used strategically. Only through the innovative convergence of
digital technologies can companies truly transform through new business models and ways of
working.
Plugging in individual digital solutions in non-innovative ways lulls companies into thinking
they're transforming, when in fact they're merely updating their technology and changing
nothing fundamental about their business. This only achieves change, while business
transformation should be the goal.
Innovation empowers companies to consider many new possibilities that can be part of its
strategic response, and this requires effective approaches to innovation, which transcends
technology upgrades and simply doing the same things faster, better or cheaper. Companies
need the ability to envisage how new technologies can be converged into a scalable
architecture that's prepared for near, mid and long-term digital adoption.
The fifth letter in the THRIVE acronym is V for Value.
External value represents the benefits transformation creates for its customers, while internal
value represents the benefits delivered into the business as a result of transformation
investment. External value is generated through digital business models shaped by strategic
responses to what is happening in the market.
This enables companies to tap into the known and unknown needs of its current and potential
customers, in ways that create competitive advantages and seize market share. These models
can also be used to reclaim market share after disruption and protect a company’s position in
the market.
As markets are disrupted, the opportunities to satisfy the need for value have changed. In
1999, millions of customers were not expecting 24-hour delivery of products purchased via a
smartphone, but today they do. The world has changed, but too many companies still rely on
antiquated business models. Internal value is generated through initiatives that provide
stakeholders with tangible or intangible return on investment. This could involve higher
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revenues in a particular line of business or increased workforce capabilities that empower a
company to undertake successful transformation, and further increase internal and external
value.
The sixth letter in the THRIVE acronym is E for Enterprise.
Transformation must encourage, embrace and educate people from across the enterprise and
build a collaborative culture of new capabilities and mindsets.
CEOs need to foster a transformation mindset among their executive teams, which is aligned
with the strategic aims of the company. This transformation mindset then needs to shape the
company’s culture at every level, to create an environment within which innovation and
digital business transformation can thrive.
Opportunities to upgrade workforce capabilities need to be identified and people made to feel
safe and comfortable about innovation, success and failure. The right external support and
training is vital in helping to achieve this, without unrealistically expecting an operational
workforce to become overnight transformation masters.
This can be a major undertaking, particularly for organisations that have been shaped over
many years by goals, roles, processes, values, and attitudes. While this will have created
operational excellence, it is also prone to preventing attempts to change “how we do things
around here”. Such an environment will inhibit even the finest transformation strategy,
because as Peter Drucker told us, “culture eats strategy for breakfast”.
Using one common language, the THRIVE roadmap leverages THRIVE's body of knowledge
to chart a collaborative way forward for business and technology teams.
While every organisation presents a unique scenario, there are steps and considerations that
no organisation can afford to avoid, if their transformation is to be a success. The THRIVE
Roadmap provides short, medium and long-term milestones and includes elements such as:
Establishing digital business transformation governance and portfolio;
Developing response strategies to market opportunities and threats;
Evolving leadership mindsets and organisational culture;
Designing and prioritising digital business cases;
Executing transformation and realising internal and external value;
and more.
THRIVE lends itself well to the transformation education process. Its simplicity through core
principles, and comprehensiveness through content, makes it an incredibly effective
education tool for managers and leaders. A tool that will become increasingly valuable to any
company with aspirations to approach transformation in an aligned manner.
It’s key to every organisation’s future because when you adopt THRIVE, you adopt the
fundamental principles required for digital business transformation success. It helps connect
the dots in a simple and coherent manner so you can answer the key questions that are
relevant to your organisation’s ambitions to innovate, digitise and transform – and ultimately
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THRIVE in the years ahead.
THRIVE guiding principles can help steer an organisation throughout its transformation
journey in all circumstances, irrespective of changes in its goals, leadership team or industry.
If you want to learn more about THRIVE, you'll find a link in the show-notes at :
robllewellyn.com/14
I appreciate you listening, and here's a quote to finish off the day from Pierre Omidyar - the
founder of eBay.
“By building a simple system with just a few guiding principles, eBay was to open organic
growth."
What set of guiding principles is helping your leaders and wider workforce steer
transformation in the right direction?
I hope you enjoyed this episode. Thanks for listening - Take care and I'll catch you in the next
episode of transformation management. Bye.
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